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INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, there are Jresented certain methods 
of calculating numerical solutions of both ordinary and partial 
differential equations. The methods given are not original 
but are intended to form a collection which demonstrates that 
a numerical solution under certain conditions can conver&e 
toward the exact solution of a given differential equation 
or system of differential equations. 
Numerical methods are not only important in that they 
establish procedures by which it is ~ossible to calculate 
solutions of differential equations, which in some cases are 
not readily solved by analytical means, but they can often be 
used to ~resent existence, uniqueness and stability theorems 
for solutions of differential equations. Although the first 
two methods (~icard's method and the oauchy•Euler method) 
presented in this paper may be refined to produce methods 
-;1( (8) 
of practical usefulness, they are investigated here mainly 
for their theoretical importance by the establishment of exist-
ence and uniqueness theorems for a linear first order differen-
tial equation. 
One of the most forceful tools for solving a partial 
differential equation numerically is the method of finite 
differences by which one first an·()roximates the differential 
equation by a difference ~quation and then solves the difference 
* The initials refer to the biblio1ra~b~ and the number 
to the pase in the boo·k. 
equation. Very often the solution of the difference equation 
can be made to vonverge toward the solution of the given 
differential equation by ap~ropriate demands on the structure 
of the approximating net. The two elliptic partial differential 
equations of the second order, 
-:) "ZL/ + & ::. 0 a i1 c/ J "l.'-1 + .,ltL{ ·- fk) r.Jt..j .::::: D 
,J )( 'l.. J d- t. d.~tJz.. .;j )( z.. l~ .;"'Y 
are considered in this paper and by the appllcation of the 
method of finite differences, a convergent numerical solution 
is demonstrated for both under the Dirichlet boundary condition. 
In the last chapter, a system of quasi-linear hyperbolic 
partial differential equations of the first order is shown to 
have a convergent numerical solution by applying finite 
differences to two nets, one curvilinear and the second 
rectangular. 
I 
CHAPTER I 
Picard's Method of successive Approximations 
I-I The Recurrence Formula 
The method of Picard is an iterative method which gives 
successive functions which in favorable cases, tend at least 
over a certain interval toward the exact solution. Although 
this method can be extended to many areas of mathematics , we 
shall only consider the method w1th respect to an ordinary 
differential equation of the first order. It may be noted that 
the method is of limited practial usefulness, but on the other 
hand it illustrates a procedure which is in itself of theore-
tical importance. 
Consider the differential equation of the first order 
(I) ~ := f(x,y) 
c~ 
with the condition that Y~Yc when x~xa. 
If both sides of (I) are multi~lied by dx and intecrated 
Since the desired integral curve passes through P(x.,Yo ), 
assume as a first approximation to the solution of (3) the 
\,( 
value Yo. Then Y,= y 0 + if(x J Y0 )dx 
, >ca 
Performing the indicated integration 
2 
gives y 1 as an 
explicit function of x and substituting y 1 (x) in the right 
side of (3) gives the second approximation 
'X 
d-2. (x) -=- ') v -t- .f J (~ J -;JJd) eLi-
Xu r 
The process can be repeated Vl times to get the nth ap!'rox-
imation which has the form 
(4) ~ (x:) ·= "'1 + /xi {x 4f (x)) ~ 
(/ 11 rJC . ) r/ 11 -I 
Xa . 
This is the recurrence formula which olays a major role in 
what follows. 
I-2 Geometric Considerations 
We shall assume that for the given differential equation 
(I) that f(x,y) is a singled-valued function or a singled-
valued branch of a multi-valued function and that f(~y) is 
a continuous function of x and y in a closed region R of the 
xy plane. The function is then bounded in R by some positive 
constant M such that for all points in ~ 
(5) (f(xJ y)jL:.M 
If ~is the angle between the direction defined by 
~ = f(x y) and the x-axis, this means that~ is restricted 
~- ) 
to values governed by }tan ~~~M 
We wish to consider the existence of an integral curve 
through P(x~)y0 ) which is an interior point of the region R. 
Through P we construct two lines L and L with slopes M and 
-M respectively as in Fig. A. 
~<----r-----__,. 
FIGURE A. 
Next draw two lines K 1 and Kz.. parallel to the y-axis to 
form the two isosceles triangles T that lie in R. K and K 
I Z. 
cut off an interval I on the x-axis and we shall concern 
ourselves only with values of x in this interval. 
Theorem A. If in the interval I the curve Y=Y"-I (x) 
lies in R then the followin& approximating curve Y=Y~(x) lies 
in T. 
Proof: From the recurrence formula (4) we note that 
when x==--xb 
which shows that y=y~1 (x) passes through P. If xrtx" we get 
from (4) that x 
lj"-J.I = I I~ {x I'"J"_C;J) c4j 
Xo 
Then by a fundamental property of integrals 
( J ~ -1 G J ~ !v({ X I eLy_ I = !\-{ I )( - X 0 I 
Xo 
or ( 6) )-";111 -do I ~ /1 
\ x-xo 
4 
Denoting the slope of a line connecting the point P(x y ) 
0) 0 
to any point (x
1
y 11 ) on the rrHt approximation Yn by tano<11 :::: .d 1,-";jo 
x ~x0 
from (6) we easily see that \tant>(~I~M which means that the 
slope of the line is confined between -M and M. If now we 
take for our first approximation y~y 0 which is a contihuous 
function of x in I with its graph lying in R, then Y=Y, (x) 
will be a curve passing through P and lying in T and hence 
also in R. Likewise y y (x) will be a curve passing through 
P and lyin~ in T and R. Oontinuini this induction, all 
successive approximating curves will lie in T. Since y is 
continuous, f(x>y0 ) is continuous and its integral is a 
continuous function of x. Hence y1 (x) is a continuous function 
of x in the interval I and similarly all succeeding 
approximations are continuous fUnctions of x in the interval 
I. We may also note that each approximating function excent 
~ossibly the initial guess has a continuous derivative given by 
~ -;:::: .d_ (x ;'-f (x)) ~ r l (/h-i 
I-3 Existence and Uniqueness of Solution 
The conditious imposed on f(x,y) are not sufficient to 
enable us to prove that there exists a single integral curve 
through P. For example the Equation 
5 
where P is the origin and f(x,y) is continuous at (o,o) but 
there are two solutions ~assin1 through (o,o) namely: 
x=:o 
X~ 0 
We now impose a further restiction on f(x,y) known as 
the Lipschitz condition. 
Definition I: By a domain D in the plane we mean a 
connected open set of points; by a closed domain or region 
R, such a set plus its boundary points. 
Definition 2: A function f(x,y) defined on an open or 
closed domain is said to satisfY Lipschitz conditions with 
respect toy for the constant k>o, if for every x, Yt' y~ 
such that (x,y, ), (x,y~) are in the given open or closed 
domain, then 
(7) 
Lemma I: If f(x,y) has a partial derivative for y, 
bounded for all (x,y) in the domain D, and D is convex (i.e. 
the segment joinin& any two points of D lies entirely in D); 
then f(x,y) satisfies Lipschitz conditions for y where the 
constant k is given by 
(8) At ~ J ., . k. 1 Y 6· ';J) 1 
old 
By Rolle's theorem there Proof: exists a number -e.· such 
that 
6 
where k l.u.b. / ~~) since (x,-e) is in D. 
Lemma 2: If ifs not convex, let D be imbedded in a 
larger domain D 1 and let #abe the distance between the 
I I ---- 1 boundaries C and C of D and D respectively where d= min PP 
With :p in c- and pI in (] 1• Then if f(x,y) iS COntinUOUS 
I . 
in D and hence bounded by so~M in D and ~ exists and is 
bounded by N in DJ, then f(x,y) satisfies a Lipschitz 
condition in D with respect toy for a constant k'::::max (H,2h.i) 
Proof: Let P
1 
(x,y
1
) and :P~ (x,yz..) be in D 
(a) if [Y, -y ~ ~ > 01 
then I f- {x, J,) - f ()r/:/c) I "-
'dr -·Jz. 
since f(x,y)..:::M in D. 
(b) If (Y, -Y~j~61, the segment FP 1 lies wholly in D, 
hence by Lemma I 
I f6,J,)-/6J:;z_)l ~N dl -"':/2... 
take k -= max (ti,2 Mff) and get 
/fcx,1,)-f6,1JI "'~ I'J,-"J,_/ 
which satisfies both (a) and (b). 
~"LA.. ~ We can now see that our example~~~ ~does not have a 
Lipschitz condition at y = o for if y ,= c1 and y l... = - cl then 
,... i--{ 1I ) - f (?L l_ ) \. = ,;- Y, + J '-3 I = )1 ~ 
"1 -'"1..j c,l-+d CJ 3 [JI- tL 
7 
which is unbounded as c\ ~a 
Theorem B If f(x,y) is continuous and satisfies the 
Lipschitz condition for y in a region R, then for a given 
point (x0 ,y&) in R there exists an exact solution of 
~ ~ f(x,y) for the interval I defined in figure A. 
~ 
Proof: Writing Yn(x) in the following form: 
dtl (x) = ¢,Cx) + [";fz.(x) -"';~, ()d] +-- - - -t [J~ ()() -d"-' (x)J 
we see that Yn(x) approaches a limit which is equal to the 
sum of the infinite series 
provided this series converges. 
From the recurrence formula (4) 
d" (x) =1o -t -f."fCx,j,-• ) ~ 
dn(:) ~ do + [f (<)J .\ o4 
we can write the difference as 
Then using the Lipschitz condition that 
lj (,, ), )-1 (x, ;r,J) L 4r, ~~ ~- J.,-,\ 
we observe that from (IO) we get 
8 
Letting N be a quantity greater than 1y~-y 1 ( in I, we have 
by repeated application of (II) 
and in general 
(I2) /.4-f -.-11 I ~ N A n-1 /x -X ('-' 
O~l+l 0~ o (n -1) i 
holding only at x-== x 0 • 
Let h be the distance from x c to the more remote of the 
two ends of the interval I (see fig. A). Then jx-x
0 
j ~ h and 
l 
- I L N A n-1 h n-1 
d11-tl J~t - 6 I 11-/) 
Neglecting the first term fo (9).we use a comparison of the 
series of constant terms 
N+!VAh-tNA~Al_-t- /VA1~ 3 
~--+------
2_/ ~! 
which is known to converge being the series expansion of 
NeAh • Noting that the convergence or divergence of a series 
is not destroyed by adding or subtracting from it a finite 
number of terms and then using a comparison test we see that 
N An-t h n-' 
(n-1 ) l 
9 
for each term and therefore the infinite series (9) converges. 
By the Weierstrass test for uniform convergence, series (9) 
also converges uniformily. 
We now define the sum of (9) to be Y(x). Since the terms 
of (9) are continuous and the series converges uniformly in I, 
Y(x) is a continuous function of x in I. 
Next we sill show that y~Y(x) satisfies equation (I). 
It will be sufficient to show that 
With the aid of the recurrence formula (4) which we add 
l( 
and subtract to Y(x)-y0 - /f(x,'()dx we get 
.Xo 
( I 4 ) I X ( )< ()( 
Y-1°- ( .J {-t) Y)~-~-1 = I Y--Jc-Jx j(xlY)rA-t-d~+Jo1/({~/3n)t4 
0 r 0 Xo 
- l Y-"J, + CCf6.~._, )-( (x,rl]<41 
"' I y-d' \ -t _) ! I 1 h _,- y I I o4l 
X,; 
where we have employed the triangle inequality and k is the 
Lipschitz constant. 
Given an -E > u we choose an n sufficiently large so that 
\Y-Yr\1 ~ ~ and jyt'l _1 -Y \ Le in I. Then (I4) is less than 
~ + ~-cj}{J~/ = e -t- ~/x-x.,/ ~ £ {t+*h) 
x., 
therefore, since ~can be made as small as we please we see that 
IO 
)( 
or ( I3) Y = d a ;- j f (x J y) d')l 
.Xo 
Since the right side of (I3) has a derivative then the left 
side has a derivative and it follows that ~y _ f(x,Y) and 
M-
the differential equation is satisfied. 
Theorem 0; If !!:JL = f( x,y) meets the requirements of 
~ 
Theorem B, then there is no solution other than Y=Y(x) such 
that y -= Yo when x := x c • 
Proof: Assume a second solution y-::::Y1 (x) then 
Y, (,) = jo + [f {~,YJ !U 
Taking the difference of the two solutions we get 
and making use of the Lipschitz condition 
(I 6 ) b-;- y I .:_ --4 .{ .I '!; - y l/41 
b 
Let 0 bf: the max )Y 1-Yj in I. Then by repeated use of (I6) 
r Y,- Y 1 ~ ~ J ~ , o4-l = ~ c , x- )c (J , 
)c() 
IY,-'(j ~A .. (~c lx-x0 [1cLt{=~(_c /x-x~l(_ 
z_/ 
. 
and in general 
( !7) } t -'( / L- 4_ i1 C /X-X0 / ~ 
1'1 I 
• rl 
We note that the limit {Y -YI ~lim k C /x-\<' 0 1 11 Hence 
J n~ oo -;;~. 
Y (x) -=Y(x) and there is but one solution. • 
t 
II 
I2 
CHAPTER II 
The Cauchy-Euler Approximation Method 
II-I Geometric Considerations 
We once again consider the first order differential 
equation (I) d-4- ::::/614) 
~-L.,c 
with the condition that y=y0 when x-:=x 0 and to assure 
uniqueness of the solution we will also require f(x,y) to 
satisfy Lipschitz conditions (Chap. I definition 2) 
Definition 3: Let f(x,y) be continuous in some domain 
D in the x,y plane and let x, ~ x ~ x'Z.. be an interval such 
that (x, ,y1 ) , (xz. ,yz_) lie in D for some values orB y ~. Then 
a function y(x) defined on the interval (x ,x ) is a solution 
I ~ 
of (I) up to the error t. if: 
(a) y(x) is admissable i.e. {x,y(x)} is in D, x,~ x ~ xe.. 
(b) y (x) is continuous for X1 £.X~ X~ 
(c) y (x) has a piecewise continuous derivative 
on (x, ,x~ which may fail to be defined only for a finite 
number of points, say E1 E ---E J 2.1 ) 11 
{ x, ~ )( "')( '- . 
X 7=- ~- L -== I - --- n 
-'- J J J 
point of a domain D, and 
let the points of a rectangle Q: lx-x,l .c:.. a., lY-;roj~b lie in D. 
Let jf(x,y),6M for (x,y) in Q. Then if h:min(a,b/11\), there 
can be constructed an approximate solution of (I) over the 
interval 1x-~1~ h such that y(x0 )='tc and the error t: may 
be an arbitrarily small positive number. Note that h is 
I3 
independent of e. 
Proof: The rectangleS: jx-Jol~h, lY-Yoi~Mh is contained 
in Q by the definition of h. 
f 
I 
FIGURE B. 
Let£of the theorem be given and then since f(x,y) is continuous 
in S it is unformly so ; given £ :> o there exists a c>>c such 
that 
Let x ,x ----x be any set of points such that: 
f ll 11 
(A) 
(B) 
X ~ X ~ X L. --- ~X L. X -:::: X -t h 
C I 2. rt -I ~ 0 
(I9) jx~-~·-,/~ min (o;- ?1-f) L.-== IJ- ----Jn 
We shall construct the approximate solution on the interval 
x .::... x ~x + h and note that similar process will define it on the 
c c 
interval x
0 
-h ~ x ~X0 • 
The approximate solution will be a polygon constructed in 
I4 
the following fashion; from (x0 ,y0 ) we draw a segment to the 
right with slope f(xc,yo) (see fig.B); this will intersect the 
line x = x 1 in a point (x, ,y1 ) • From (x 1 ,y1 ) draw a segment to 
the right with slope of f(x 1 .,y1 ) intersecting x""'" ~ at y<'l... and so 
nn. The point (x,,y,) must lie in the triangle OPT for tan.x=M 
and {f(x0 ,y0 )j ~M. Likewise (x~,yL) lies in OPT and so on 
because /f(x,y)( ~ M and tano< = M. Hence the J'rocess may be 
continued up to x -.:: x -t-h since the only way in which we can 
11 0 
reach a stop would be for f(xA ,~ ) to be undefined in which 
case we would have jy~-y0 ~~ Mh contrary to construction. 
Analytically we may define y{x) by noting that 
Then ~ (X) ·= d c T {x- xJ /6o l d 0 ) 
t ()() ·= dtCi) +(5<-)l, J I (xl 'd··l 
or in general 
where 
P-1. , = "Y (x. ) . .,/ .c:. \J L \I • • 1 n (/ '-- ( ([ ' _, ~ A c' -{ - 1\ - X L ~ L =- - - - - j 
.) ) 
By definition we see that y(x) is admissable, continuous and 
has a piecewise continuous derivative 
(2I) --'1' {xr J -= ~ ~~·, [~ ._ - ~. )] 
([ ~ c, I 1 f l·\-, _ {
\/, <::..)( L. )(. 
1\L -/ L• 
' t. =! ---- fJ 
~ ) 
I5 
which fails to be defined only at the ~oints x•. (i~I,---n-I) 
t ' 
furthermore if x . L x ~x · ~ we have from ( 2I) 
L.-/ t.. 
and 
Therefore y(x) satisfies all the conditions of definition 3 
and the construction required by the theorem has been performed. 
II-2 The Fundamental Inequality 
With the restriction that f(x,y) satisfies Lipschitz 
conditions we prove an inequality which will be the basis of 
out fundamental results. 
Theorem E. Let (x0 ,y0 ) be a point of a region Q in 
which f(x,y) is continuous and satisfies the Li~schitz condition 
for k (see Chap. I. definition 2 and Lemmas I and 2) Let 
/\.r y(x) , y (x) be admissable functions for fx-x0 j~ h (where h 
is any constant not necessarily that of Theorem D) satisfying 
y ~-== f(x,y), [x-x
0 
I ~ h with errors-t~, and -t~ respectively • 
........ 
Set p(x) ==Y (x)-y(x); e:·==£1-tt;z Then 
(zt~) {f-l(y)/ ~e~ /x->tol lr 6)1 +_~ (e.-~1)(-)(ol/ J 
which is the fundamental-inequality. 
!6 
Proof; We give the proof only for x
0 
~ x:::: x
0
-t h since 
a similar proof holds for x-h ~ x ~ x • By definition 3, except 
C' 0 
for a finite number of points 
• 
.) 
We note that 
1 ~-;rx,4 l)-r 1~-;rx,:y\ILt 
I~ -f6,dll-~- /f6/;J)- ~1"-<'c 
I ~-~ 1-) ~ (, 1 d) - f (x 1~) \ !'= I ~ -;a: -f I fx, J)-f £<, ~) j 
L-1 ~ -f 6, d 1 1 r !;rx,:r l -~ I <'- E 
Hence/~ - ~ / ~ /(6,1)- f6,;f)/ tt :=" /f-d /H 
by the Lipschitz condition. 
Since p(x).;y (x)-y(x) we are able to write the inequality 
as 
(25 ) I;; I ~ A.f f I + € 
,.,. except for a finite number of woints at which cif. fails to be 
C4 
I7 
defined. 
Case A Suppose p(x)jOJ x ~ x ~ x + h, then since p(x) IJ 0 
is continuous in the interval, it has the same sign throughout 
and we can assume that p(x) > o without loss of generality. 
Next we write (25) as 
--ix 
rewriting (26) and multiplying both aides by e we get 
then we integrate with respect to x from x ~ to x and get 
(28) /)( - A._x [ 1 J . f X ,A l( 
, e f (x) -A_ f (x) d-Jt ~ -6 e - 1/L~ 
~ r 
" Although the integrand on the left-hand side may not be 
defined at a finite number of ~oints (i.e. it may have a 
finite number of saltusea)it has a continuous indefinite 
intesral since any function which is continuous except for a 
finite number of ordinary discontinuities is integrable. 
After integration 
c~ -.-lY {x)] X ~ -6 [=- _I ~- j_t J Xf X ~ -~ ~ ~~ 
( 29) (:. 4e_ {x- ><a) [ -11 I x x f J 
or [1 )() ==- e r.J {x oJ -t X c::. ~ - "- I 
which is the required inequality. 
Case B 
Case C 
If for all x,p(x)-= o the theorem obviously holds. 
If x is some fixed number such that x .:!.. x ~x +h 
0- () 
I8 
and p(Y) -=f: o 'but p(x) eo for some value of x in the interval 
x ~x ~x· since p(x) is continuous, there exists a number (: cJ 
x , x ~xg~ X+h such that p(x) =O but p(x).=..o for x L..X..::..x. I 0 I b I I 
Applyins case A to the interval (x 1,i) we get from (29) 
since p(x )!:: o 
I 
which is an even stronger inequality than (24) Hence the 
inequality (24) holds for all cases since for p(x)L o we get 
the same resu~ts by considerin& jp(x)j • 
II-3 Uniqueness and Existence of Solution 
Theorem F. If f(x,y) is continuous and satisfies a 
Lipschitz condition for yin a domain D and if (xD,y0 ) is 
in D and y(x) and y(x) are two exact solutions of y 1= f(x,y) 
in an interval /x-x0 1~ h such that y(x 0 ) """y(x0 ) == y0 , then 
y(x)='y(x) in tx-:xul~h i.e. There is at most one integral 
· curve passing throush any point of D • 
.Proof: Applyini Theorem E, we have p(x 0 )== y0 -Yc==o and 
E.., t 1-t tz. therefore from (24) 
I9 
or (rex) J ~ 0 
...., 
Therefor equality must hold and p(x)= o or y(x)-y(x)= o 
which imolies that y(x) :=y(x) and the theorem is proved. 
Theorem G If f(x,y) is continuous and satisfies the 
Lipschitz condition for y in a domain D, then for a siven 
point (x
0
,y0 ) in D there exists an exact solution of 
y~f(x,y) for lx-x0 l~h where his defined as in Theorem D 
such that y(x )~Yo 
() 
Proof: Given a monoton.e positive sequence -~} 1~ 11_ 
approaching zero as a limit, by Theorem D there exists a 
sequence ~ y~ (x)} of functions satisfying 
except for the finite set of 'oints 
X.(~) 
L 
L• =-I ---- t1-1 
J ) I) 
Part A The sequence {y~(x)~ converges uniformly over 
[x-x
0
1:h to a continuous function y(x). For let n,p be 
positive integers and a~~ly Theorem E to Yn (x) andy (x); 
t'ltp 
let ·C.=.£ +t , p(x) :::- y (x)-y(x) and note p(x )= y (x ) - Y6J=Y-fll ·= 0 11 htp t1 11 + f' b 11 0 fl-tj" () (/C 
then 
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since£,>£. and )x-x \.t:... h therefore the above assertion. 
r1 hi-p 0 -
Fart B. The sequence 
.!{ f [< •J,(xl]} cY approaches /fx (.,'} (, \] .,t_, 
)(" Xo 
uniformly for /x-x0 J~ h Let S be the rectangle lx-x0 \~ h, /y-y6 j~ Mh 
which is by hy~othesis in domain D. Since f(x,y) ~s continuous 
in the closed domain S, given an.C'>c, there exists a c'!>o such 
that 
{
()(1 j ,) ,) 6, ";) t_) ; n )' 
(4,-·4l.l s r 
{see (!8)} 
Likewise for this ~>o there exists an N such that 
{ Y ~ (x}-y(x) \ ~ ~ n > N, lx-x0 /~ h by part A above. Hence if 
n>N 
(34) / f {"'•J,(xJ\ -I {x,J(•I} \ "- £ 
Therefore the sequence {f &,y ~ (x)} conver~es uniformly to 
f {x,y(x)} • 
Since we may reverse the order of integration for a 
uniformly converging sequence and passing to the limit we get 
" 2I 
(35) {/·{x, J" (,)} h -> .{/ fx, i (,) )~ "n1 for .. d.~ 
for lx-x~J ~ h 
Part C: y(x) is differentiable, y(x 0 ) -=Yo and 
d- I(~) ~ f { y > d (•) } 
From (23) I ~,(>l _ f {x, "J• (,J} j ..,_ t., 
Integrating each side from x 
0 
to x with respect to x we have 
j {[~· &l -~ { x, 1·,I•J} J c-4 ~ E,p., '= t;, lx- Y•l <o-tj, h 
but since Yn(x) is continuous 
1 1. c. 1 - "J. - f. I { .,J. c. l r d.< 1 "' ..:o:. h 
Approaching the limit and using part B, we get 
since y tl (x) ----7y(x) It follows that 
(37) f)f I [)(.If: 
. >< d (x) ~ ::; x(l 't (_11 d (x) )~ or 
I u 
y ( x) -= f( x,y (x) ) by a fundamental theorem of definite integrals. 
Theorem H. Let y(x) be an exact solution of y 1=f(x,y) 
under the assumption of Theorem G and y(x) a solution exact 
up to t. for I x-x 1 ~h such that y(x )== y ~. Then there exists 0 c ~ 
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a constant N inde"9endent of 6 such that /Y'<x)-y(x)j ~-eN 
tx-xol ~ h 
Proof: By Theorem E we get 
where AI-::: e A~ -I 
·-i 
This justifies our descri~tion of the function of Theorem D 
as an approximate solution for its actual value differs from 
that of the exact solution by an arbitrarily small quantity. 
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CHAPTER III 
Approximate Solution of the Dirichlet Problem by the 
Method of Finite Differences 
III-r 01assification of the Partial Differential Equations 
of the Second Order 
A ~artial differential equation is called linear if it 
is linear in the unknown fUnctions and in their derivatives; 
it is called quasi-linear if it is linear in the highest order 
derivatives of the unknown fUnctions. Given a partial 
differential equation of the second order, with two independent 
variables x and y of the form 
( 38 ) a (x /') rJ ~1 +- b (x) d )d ~ ·f- c_ (x '':1 ) .) ~ t f' (x ~ <h:i .k_) == '· 
t/. xz olxJ} J J . .)";Jc.. ) (} ld-x .l J";j C 
which is linear in the second-order partial derivatives, it 
is possible to classify it on the basis of the expression 
bz-4ac. FUrthermore this expression determines the nature of 
the characteristic quadratic form: (f- "'11 .,-) 
The classification is as follows: 
A. Elliptic Type: If b;z.- 4ac""' o at all points of the 
region and a> o Then we are assured that Q(v,w) is positive 
for all real values of v, and w except when V:::: W= o. Such a 
differential equation can always be reduced to the form 
..}~ oL'l.. 
-- _,.. _:::!::!.. -
J fi'z "'Yft.. G 
1r r7 4 ' &. 0d-) { r ' ' > .J f J d '7 
by means of transformations of the tyue ~- == f(x,y) and 
rr_ := i( (x,y) 
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2 B. Parabolic Type If b -4ac ·= o at all points of the 
region considered, then we can reduce (38) to a form 
~z.. 
-"1 ~ F 1. It AA k J4 ) 
J IL_ L ( ~) ) I d f J j, 'L 
C. Hyperbolic Type If bz.-4ac > o at all points of the 
region we can reduce (38) to the form 
J~ 
The name applied to each type of differential equation is that 
of the associated conic. 
In this chapter we will concern ourselves with an elliptic 
type partial differential equation of the second order namely 
I Z. 2 
(39) ~ + J/~f 
o/.x7... .;J2. =::o 
Equation (39) is called Laplace's equation. 
Definition 4 A function u(x,y) is said to be harmonic 
it it satisfies Laplace's equation. 
III-2 Statement of the Problem and the Analogse 
The Dirichlet Problem, also known as the first boundary 
value preble~, can be stated as follows in two dimensions: 
Let f(x,y) be a continuous function prescribed on the boundary 
~of some finite region G of the space (x,y). We wish to find 
a function u(x,y) which is harmonic in the interior of the 
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region G and equal to f(x,y) on r. (The function coinciding 
with u(x,y) in G and with f(x,y) on f must be continuous 
in G=G+t') 
The procedure presented here follows that of Petrovsky. (P) 
Assume there exists a harmonic function u, which takes the 
prescribed values of f(x,y) on the boundary of G. (For proof 
of existence see ~ectures on Partial Differential Equations ) (P) 
Let our region G be a region in the xy plane and then we construct 
two families of straight lines uarallel to the coordinate axes 
to form a mesh defined by X-= mh and y ; nh. Here h is a 'POSitive 
number and m and n take on successive integral values such 
that the whole region G is covered by squares ot side h. We 
call the vertices of these squares lattice or net pOints of 
the mesh. We wish to determine a~proximately the values of 
u at the net points in the interior of G. We will denote 
these approximate values by uh. 
Next we choose an arbitrary£> o and denote by I'~ the 
totality of squares, each of which has the property that the 
distance of one of its vertices from the boundary of G is 
at most equal to e . The value u h at a vertex of a square 
which belongs to f is the value of f at a boundary point -~ 
of G closest to that vertex. We can let the values uh as 
defined above for vertices belonging to f~ differ by as little 
as we wish from the values of u at these ~oints by selecting 
hand~ sufficiently small. In our discussion we assume that h <t 
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The points of G which do not belong to ~ belong to 
closed squares which form one or more polygons M. Since the 
net points on the boundary of each of these polygons belongs 
to f~, the values of uhat these points are defined. For the 
values u hat net points in the interior of these polygons, 
we define them as the solution of a system of linear equations 
whose number is equal to the number of net uoints in the 
interior of G which do not belong to f • We form the system 
~ 
of equations by defining each of these interior net uoints as 
the mean value of its four neighboring net uoints as follows: 
(40)~1A (x
1
J) = t- ft~ (x·tA 1-::J) f-•1./~ ~-h/J) +.t.lt/"'~~'1-th )-t-.t.~ {x 1:J-h)] 
~~ 
I 1·-- rr I 
I r~ ::> -~ I / ('II ~+~\ ~ .......... . I" I / Vr: [~· (x ... ~~ r-
"' 
/ +hj1 ... 
x.;: mh 
y=nh 
\ (x) -q ,,", "/ /'/ !1 ,j l•/,>. h .c.· c. 
j / )Z_ ...--: ~/ r--, /. 41 I / : .• . 
I 
r~ 
FIGURE C 
Rewriting (40) we have 
( 4I) k14 (x+h !J) -r Nf~ 6-J1 1 d) -TA-1~ (x1 d ·tl1) r "lh (< t;r ~)- 'l-41,{x 1 J)-=-- o 
If any of the points (x~h,y), (x-h,y), (x,y+h) or (x,y-h) 
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belongs to t- , then in ( 4!) the corresponding u h is replaced 
by the previous value of u h a. t this point. Equation ( 4I) is 
the analogue in finite differences of the differential equation 
of Laplace. 
If we assume that the function u has bounded derivatives 
up to the order of four in G (u is of class C~) and that the 
points (x+h,y), (x-h,y), (x,yrh), and (x,y-h) respectively lie 
in G, then by means of Taylor's formula for a function of two 
variables we obtain the following expansions: 
( 42) .N/ (x+h J 1 ) ::::- --0 {>< 1 J) + h --tAx 6 1 J) 
+}: h '"M ( }{) d ) -r !/ h ~A-I (x ) J) 
2.. XX lfl XXX 
·+ _, h''~ (9:' 4) 
Z '1 )(XXX 1 q 
A-t {yJ~)- ~ M)c(xJ'd) 
-t- J/ h ZA-1 (x "'~. ) ·-I/ k']Ai (x l "1 } 
/z_ X.X 1 !} i:;: XXX I/ 
+ t/ ~ f __A-4 Cf',~ ) lz<~ xxx>< • 
C 44 l fo-1 G ,;re h ) = --'t (x, d ) -r h "' d (, , d ) 
+ ~ /1 ;0 (.x "') + V h ~A./ {x >''j) ~'z_ dd \} /<to )JJ ( 
+!. h /fAt (;c, I.) 
2.'1 dddl 
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( 45) A (x) 1 -h ) - ,A-{ ( )() ";} ) - L-t-id (-x) d \ 
+ J_ J I ZA (xI "1 ) ·- I/ ~ r .-A-1 ( 7. ) '';) ) 
z. )/ (} f.: ' J 7 7 . 
-t J_ h 'I .A-1 ( )( Jf) 
Ztf "/ijj 
.-...... ~ Where -x. and '1-- denote numbers between x and x+h, x and x-h, 
....-..... ·~ 
and y and y denote values between y and y~h, and y and y-h 
respectively. 
Then substituting equations (42) to (45) in (4I) we get 
( 46) pf ~ T hI J ) + -0 (x-11./;) ) -r -11 (x) J +h) -t- --~ (~J d -4 ) - 7' Af (x) ~I) 
~ A '- L~x{x, "J J -r )jx, J l] + }{ 6 '11'-'z_ IT (-r ~e- <c I) 
where Mt... denotes l.u. b. of the values of /~xxx { and /--~)JI;J} 
and v r1fl~is the truncation error term. Therefore we see that 
tG t: 
( 46a) A-f {x +A /4 ) + .A-1 fx-h t;} )·-+~ (x 9 +A ) -r .-t-1 (~)'7/ -4) - 'IA-1 (x "1) ~ D h£ ~~ 
,z. ? 
is equivalent to~ + ~ to within terms of order h 2.... 
J.xl.. J'il' 
III-3 Analysis of Solution 
Now that we have established the analogue for Laplace's 
equation, we proceed to prove the following theorems 
concerning our mode of annroximation. 
Theorem I The system of equations (4I) has always a 
unique solution. 
Proof: System (4!) can be rewritten so that there remain 
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on the left sides of the equations the values of uh at interior 
net points of the nolygon M and on the right, the values of u 
at those lattice points which belong to ~ • Since the latter 
values have been defined we may regard the right sides of the 
equations as being known. Our system is now of the form 
~-
(47) 2_ (~ ... -M. := 
i=l 1.-J J 
L ::- /2----11/ ) ) J 
where n isthe number of interior net points of the yolvgons 
M. We have numbered all the interior net points of the polygons 
and denoted the value of u hat the j +A net point by u/. The 
right sides of (47) are linear combinations of the values 
of u hat the boundary net points of the polygons M. 
By reference to algebra, we know that (47) will have a 
unique solution if the corres~onding homogeneous system 
jl/ ~ 
rJ =I 
(48) . I / -/ z ~-- A. (_ -- ) ) ) 
has only the trivial solution. Let us assume that (f8) has a 
non-trivial solution. Let L be the largest of the numbers ~~/J 
(j -~1,---,N) which we assume to be positive. Without loss of 
generality, we can assume that L is equal to one of the ~·, 
for the case of -L equal to one of the uJ can be reduced to 
the preceding case by changing the signs of all the UJ• 
Therefore let L be equal to u 1· • ( 0 Since u)· is equal to the I() 
arithmetic mean of the values ui at four neighboring net points, 
each of these values must be equal to L because the values of 
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u ~ at points neighboring the ,j H -point cannot exceed L nor can 
they be less than L. I~ we apply this reasoning to each o~ 
the neighboring points o~ thej~~ net point we ~ind each o~ 
their neighboring points to be equal to L. Continuing in this 
~ashion we find that uj = L at all net points belongin~ to the 
boundary o~ some polygon M and neighboring on the same interior 
point P of M. This contradicts the fact that the f( are linear 
combinations of the values of u" at the "!JOints of ~ , with 
coefficients equal to -I. We then conclude that if the values 
of u h are equal to L which is greater than zero at all points 
of t neighboring on the point P, the ft cannot all vanish 
and the theorem is established by contradiction. 
Theorem J Let u denote the exact solution of the 
Dirichlet problem and u h the solution of the system ( 4I) under 
the conditions given above. Then choosingt> o sufficiently 
small and subsequently decreasing the value of h sufficiently, 
we obtain values uh which differ by little as we "!Jlease from 
the values of u at corresuonding points. 
Proof: We can show that for h sufficiently small, 
/uh -U/<. oat all net "!JOints of the mesh. To obtain this 
result we place the origin in the interior of the region G. 
We next choose£. so small that max ~~,-uJ.:::...~o1at the points 
of ~ and consider an auxiliary function ~ defined as follows: 
3I 
Where D denotes the least up~er bound of the distances 
between pairs of points of G and is called the diameter of 
the region G. 
Noting that lu -u 1~ 1 d" and that D 2 .> x; yz.. at the net 
~ z. 
points of f we see that at these points that from (49) 
.£ 
~ ~ o. Next we consider the second auxiliary function 
and since J ,"1 -A-I~ j =- } t/ ~- 1-1) .::::.. Yz_ u,_ 'L Z. L and /) > >< -+ J 
we see from (50) that w~ ~ o We now apply the operator b.h to 
both~ and w11 • The operator b. h associates with a function 
~(x,y) the finction 
Applying ~hto (49) and (50) we get 
noting that -Dt,(const) = o 
But from (4!) Llh_ut1o; from (46) jL.!J1.tl/ L- !/f-i h'l where Mz_ is /<to 2. 
the least upper bound of the values of ).1.1 \ and /"1 J 
'/XXX rtJ4 
and 
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Substituting these results into (52) and (53) we obtain 
2.. (54) L! I ""~ > if 4 d - ;if A /' cYt_ /:! /A. -~1· > 0 
II 21)<: 2. /~ 11 
(55)bj1w 11 ~'1hz_:;.,_ - ~'-~z.1 or L).h '.1.1h>o 
{
for h 
sufficiently 
small 
From (54) and (55) we see that by definition of the operator 
~J. the functions ~ and w ~ cannot take on their largest values 
in the interior of a polygon M and if we add to this the 
fact that "'A and wh are negative on the boundary of the 
polygons M, it follows that~L.. o and w11 L oat all interior 
points of the latlice. Hence from (52) and (53) we get 
Where (56a) and (57a) hold for all net points belonging to 
M. Then we can conclude from (56a) and (57a) that.-A1
4
-_u .c...T 
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and ,vi~-~) - T or 
which is the desired result for Theorem G. We note that the 
smallness of h which is necessary for this result to hold 
depend-s on e. 
If h is small and consequently the number of equations 
large, it is difficult to solve the system of equations (4I) 
by ordinary means of algebra but to obviate these difficulties 
we may employ the method of successive approximations to 
obtain an approximate solution for the system (4I). 
Thus far it made no difference to us in what order the 
net points in the interior of M were numbered. We now wish 
to number these points in the following manner. The first 
point must have as one of its neighborin~ net points a 
boundary point of one of the polycons M; the second point must 
have as one of its neighborin~ net points a boundary point 
of the polygons M or the first point; the third point must 
have as one of its neighboring net points a boundary point 
of the polygons M or the first or the second point. Continuin~ 
on in this fashion we can then obtain an approximate solution 
for ( 4I). 
First we prescribe arbitrary values u
1
. ,u ,---u and 
l J " 
c denote them by u~ and refer to them as the zero-th approximation 
to the system (4I). To obtain the first approximation we 
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G 
remove the value ur at the first net point and write instead 
u1('\ which is equal to the arithmetic meanof the values of 
0 the ~ of the four neighborin~ net Doints of the first net 
point. We next replace the value u 0 which ap~ears as the 
'£. 
second net point and replace it by the arithmetic mean u6)of 
z. 
the values which ap~ear at the four neighborin~ net points of 
the second net point rememberin~ that one of these neighboriO! 
points of the second net uoint may be the valueu/') • Treating 
all net points in this manner we obtain the values u~~(k=I,---N). 
The values u~ (k::: I,---N) of the second approximation are 
" obtained from the values of u~) in the same fashion as the 
u~ were obtained from the u: . Followin3 approximations are 
obtained similarly to this described method for the first two 
approximations. Denoting the exact solution of the system 
( 4I) by uk (k = r.,.--N) we claim 
Theorem K. For all k(k:=I,----N) 
(59) .-A-1 (n} __ .A-A as 11 ~ I:::>C 
'" ~ ~ 
Proof: We set tu:-:"1: uJ;1 -u,_, and we will show that ""k. (~~~ o 
~-rl) 
as Y\ ,-y oe. we note that the values/J.~ are obtained from 
( ) the values A.1j<" (k =I, 2, ---N) by the same method described 
above for getting the values u (n-~-•} from the values u (n) • 
I< K. 
Here we observe that if one of these neighboring het points 
happens to be a boundary point of the polygons M, then, at 
this ?Oint v:Jis put equal to zero since yk(~~ ~on~. 
We then set A-=. ma~ { I N, 0 I j J..;;:o I>_ -_ l~~.r;," I ":! and since 
one of the neighboring net points of v/dis a boundary point 
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it follows that 
f -v; (I) I .G.. 2-A 
'I 
lidewise 
l ~~.~ (d I L 5A-+1-A {t-~~)A lf 
t; 
and in general 
/~.(t1J ~ (1-1~~ )A =~A 
where~ L/. We then can set up higher approximations such as 
and in the same way we find that for all n and k 
as h ~ ·':>0 and as a consequence 
A (r~J 
'" - ...&&,.<;;: -:;;> 0 
or ,,~ (n) . "J /Vt/~ -;;;. ,~ k. 
and our theorem is completed. 
In theory the above procedure holds for an arbitrary 
choice of the zero-th approximation but to obtain quickly a 
good approximation to the exact solution of system (4I) we 
should choose the zero-th approximation so that it does not 
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differ by very much from the exact solution of the Dirichlet 
{P-Z!l) 
problem. Under these conditions the process of successive 
approximations converges rapidly. The process is usually 
terminated for values of n at which the values u cease to 
change abruptly as n,increases. These u are then used as the 
approximate solutions of system (4I). If for some value of 
h, a number of polygons M is formed then the system breaks 
up into a number of inde-pendent systems each corresnondi~ 
to one polygon and each of these systems is solved inderoendently. 
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CHAPTER IV 
The Numerical Solution of Dirichlet-type Problems. 
IV-I Statement of the Problem 
Here we once again consider an elliptic partial 
differential equation of the second order, namely 
?. ?. 
(60) -:). "1 -+ 0 - (kj) ~ -::; 0 
,j XZ. cJJa_ 'j df 
where K is a fixed, real, nonzero constant. The ~roblem 
to be considered is a Dirichlet-type problem, i.e. let f(x,y) 
be a continuous function prescribed on the boundary f of some 
finite region G of the space (x,y). We are to find a function 
)U(x,y) such that for a fixed K,u(x,y):=f(x,y) on f and u(x,y) 
satisfies equation (60) in G. We assume that G is a 
simply-connected plane region and that G does not contain any 
point where y = o 
Under quite general conditions there exists a unique 
solution for (60) and only such cases will be considered~-23 ~) 
The analytical determination of u(x,y), however, is quite 
another story and usually offers insurmountable problems. 
(6) 
The method we present here is due to Donald Greenspan and 
the approach is by numerical analysis and is general enough 
to apply for arbitrary but nonzero K. 
IV-2 Analogue and the Numerical Method 
Our aim is to approximate a solution u(x,y) which is 
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If 
of class C (has bounded continuous derivatives up to the 
order of four). Let hand d be fixed positive constants and 
let (x 0 ,y0 ) be an arbitrary but fixed point of G. We denote 
by G h the set of all points of the form ( X0 -tmh,y0 + nd) 
contained in G where tn an;j n are integers. 
Definition 4 Two points (x 1 ,y, ) and (xz. ,yL) of G are 
called adjacent if and only if the straight line segment 
joining them is contained in G and 
(a) ( -z ( )"L I 2.. \-X"Z..) -+ Jr-J2. -::= 11 
"r/J-::d?.. 
f ?.. / "L L 
or (b) L "'dt -1 L) --r \x1 -x,_} = d 
)(I ::= ")( 7... 
The interior of G h will be denoted by R h and consists 
of the set of all points of G h which have four adjacent points 
in G h. We denote the boundary of G h by 11, which is the set 
Next we number 
the n points of Gh with the integers I,----n and denote the 
coordinates of the point numbered k by (x" ,y1<) and the 
unknown function u at (xk,yk ) by u(xk,yk ) :;;:: u I< for k =I, ----,n. 
We then let an arbitrary 90int of the lattice boundary ~ be 
denoted by (x,,y.) and we approximate u; by f(x 1 ,y1 ). where 
'-' (.. ... 
( x 1 ,y1 ) is the nearest point of l' to (xi ,yc'). If ( x 1 ,y 1 ) is 
not unique we choose any one of the set of nearest points and 
use it. We now introduce the following notation 
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J1·. -
. '-;J = 
Let ( x,y) be an arbitrary point of R h and consider its four 
neighboring points (x+h,y), (x,y+d), (x-h,y), (x,y-d) which 
together with (x,y) will make up a "5 point" analogue. We 
now label these points as follows: ( x,y)-= ( x ,y_ ) ; ( x+h,y) = ( x, ,y ) ; 
o o I 
(x,y+d)-==(x
2
,yz.); (x-h,y)= (x.:3,y5 ) and (x,y-d)= (xLf,y'i) and 
we also let 
h'><J ol>o p>o 
.) ) ) 
To produce a difference equation which approximates (60) we let 
We next expand the uz by Taylor's formula for a function of 
two variables and get the following: 
( 64) .-A-1 0 -= .A-1 (x "1 ) -= A (x -1-J ) 
o J do I C/ 
( 66 ) . .hl-z = ,-1-1 (x 0 ~J-J :::; /4 ()(> J -rdJ 
-== A(~<, '11) + o/ A"'' {xJ "'1) ·+ lj c/~ (X"~) + Lei~ (x,l) -t- 0 (cl If) 
ll (/ tl L 71 J ~ ~! d J J 
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( 68) "' _ · j (x I .~'IL - A (x '11 - cJ ~ A-1 x~.~ n-t J 
'I )il Jtllf 
where by O(h4 ) and O(d~) imply terms of the order of h 1 and 
d 'I respectively which are bounded: for h,d L u i.e. / 0 hr;lf) / L-N 
for h ~ o1 Making use of ( 6I) and ( 62) i.e. ( A- e' : = ,/, i. • J. ·!'I · 1\ 
JJ - ~ 1..). 1 L, (J. ) 
and h~P<l) and then multiplying (64)--(68) resuectively by 
cJ.(_ (i-== O,I,2,3,4) we then substitute into (63) and get 
(69) L 0) 
-
~ Aoo +<-). {Ao D + P d A, o + p2cA-z.A + p~F5A -+ {;(d '~)) 
- G' 
' I J ' 20 30 ) J 
+ ~ (A 00 1-dAo 1 +ci2 A0 z.+ci~A03 +L'(c~")) 2 l I l 1 
+ N..'J (A A 'Z. 1<: A 1 3 · . · ) o,o- ~ d lJ) -r p (/ 2JO -p d A3.t?-r- c (cl"') 
J 
+ ~ (Ao,o- c{ A<'JI + ci 2Ac-,z. ·-ci1Ao,-s + c· (d.,.J) if 
Equation (69) in turm can be written as 
·t ~ [A II 0 p (~I - o{,J + A Cl) I (.,{ z ·- ol4 )1 
-t d2. [A z,o p"l. ( v<, + o<.j) + A~ J2. ( rX' + .),'/) J 
4I 
-tc1 3 [A jc· A ·· 
. .3,o P d.,-«~)·-t- 01 3(~z- ~)] +(){c;tt)=c 
Equation (60) may be written as follows: 
(7I) I j ~ .- f.;;: JJ4 J d.!;t.t 
----.--------
2. ..Jxt. 2..7 J(j z_ .;..dz... 
which by /l, , -== d.~ •J. ~ , can be written as 
~...,J - .1 :.1; il J I 
O< x oi"J ' ' 
<72 ) /l ~ /( AoJ, I -A 
zlo /2"'1 o,z. 
We then substitute (72) into (70) and ~et 
(73 ) L (rt~ ) ·- Ao,o (:Xo + ,-J., + c:-.1'- + d3 +,)4 ) 
+ cJ { A,,o r N, --ct1 l + Ao,~ k-'1, +Gt, +~ l~fi J}-
+ c~ .._ { A2,0 [~,_ T ".,- p'-( N,-+~ D} 
+ d 3 /_-ft , 1,') 3 (.-x 1- o< ) +A (~ _ ~ )] -+ 0 (crLt) = 0 .J,u :1 CJ;s 2 'f _. 
We then let 
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(74) 
0( - ol. + (o!. + J .) /\ p~- .f: - 0 {c;'~)· 
L 'I I .~ - 7.. -2-1 
v<l - o<.~ = £:1 -- 0 (ci 3) 
If we solve system (74) for the ~~ (1-= O,I,----,4) we ~et 
o( -
- 1_-
Substitution these values of ex-t.' into ( 63) we ~et the 
~eneral difference analo~ue 
+ rt:;; - -<=_,. / ,... 1 -c:z. / - -tt -c_5 / 7 L Z IZ /J\.d (/ /f::. c/. ,if 'f -::= 0 
We then let t., == £z. = t.t ·:::- £'r :::: (I and -t~-:::: -dl< 
Next we substitute these values into (76) and dividin~ 
throu~h by y we ~et 
Notine; that u
0
:u( x ,y),u 1-:::. U()(t h,y), ui-=-u(x,y+d), 
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u3 =- u(x-h,y), u4 -= u(x,y-d), we then require that at each 
point (x, ,y. ) of R h that u satisfy 
. L 1.. 
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(78) - z_ (t-t- e-7_ L~, 6z) "j;.) + e-z l .. tl (Y:-th, '1 J -f-,,(.j (\· -l,,1Jl 
+(l-viK) ;, ) (/ :1k) . .. 
z_.'1 ,'y l,\(t.• (J i +c/ + { -f ::.____ A/ ('J . -trj , _ c{) = 0 
I L·'J L)dL 
A]r!)lica tion of (78) to each point of R h yields a system of 
linear al~ebraic equations which upon solution yields the 
remainin~ numerical a~proximations of the analytical solution. 
We may also note that our discussion does not yield the known 
results for K =- o because we cannot let K become zero in 
equation (76). 
IV-3 Analrsis of Numerical Solution 
We now letd equal the ~reatest lower bound of ,/YI 
where y is in G. We see that because we defined G not to have 
any Y= o that 1 ~ o. We then let u(x,y) be the solution of 
the problem we are considering and let U(x,y) be the 
solution of the numerical method described in the precedin~ 
section. If (x,y) is a point of Rh we then have that U (x,y)~Uc 
01-:::U{x+h,y), U~U(x,y-td), U3 -:::U(x-h,y), Ulf-:::U(x,y-d) then 
equation (77) becemes 
(79) -z_ (1-t p-"-) uo-+ ( 2 (L)1 + u~) -t (1- q0_ )u -t (J +0i5. )U = o ZJ L Z"'J 1/ 
Theorem L The so~ution ot the system ·of linear equations 
which results by application of the method of section 2 is 
unique if o .c d ~ 2 ·";f.;{ I< I • 
Proof: It will be sufficient to show that the determinant 
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of the system of linear equations is not zero and we will 
do this by showin~ that the only solution of the homo~eneous 
system which results by considerin~ f(x,y)~o on f is the 
trivial solution (zero vector). Let us suppose that there 
exists a nontrivial solution for the homo~eneous system. 
For some point of R~,U ::t=o and let us assume that U> 0 and let 
the lar~est value occur at some point say (xc ,y0 ) • Then 
from (79) we are entitled to 
and (8I) ff == U ~ U· 
o L 
Case I If U =U "= U := Ulf then (80) becomes I z.... .~ 
(82) 
Therefore U0 -= U 1-:: U z_-=- U~ = U It= M 
Case 2 If not all of U • ( i -:::-I, 2, 3, 4) are equal~ then (..., 
one is a maximum say U 1 • We can now express U2 , u3 , u1 in terms 
of u1 as follows:U-= U -k, U3 -=U-k, U = U-k where k ,k, k 2.. I 2 13 if l'f z. 3 lt 
are nonnegative and at least one is different than zero 
(ie. greater than zero) in order to maintain our assumption 
for this case. Equation ·c 80) now becomes 
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however since d..:::::: 2 "Y /I we see 
1//fK 
that !1- d K) and (! + cdJ5_) (I Z.J l..<;j--
are positive because ~~K1~1we now conclude from (83) that 
z.'J 
( 84) 2 (t-+- p-'-) G~ L z (! + p ') L~·, 
which contradicts (8I). If U ,U or Uil is selected as the 
2.. J -, 
maximum of the Ui(i= I,2,3,4) we 5et the same result so that 
Case 2 is not possible. Hence from case I, U ·-=; U -= U =U =-U=M. 
o I Z.. 3 If 
If we continue in as analo5ous manner we find that U at a 
boundary point has the value M which contradicts the fact that 
U at every point of ' is zero by the method we employed for 
approximating points of I' (i.e. f(x,y)·: 0 on I') We have now 
established Theorem L by contradiction and have therefore 
produced a practical, sufficient condition for assuming a 
unique numeriea1 ·_solution. we will take for granted that 
oLd~ 2 ~1/'d in the followin~ discussion. 
Definition 5 We let 
( 85) L [-11 (x!J)J = d- 2 [- 2. (i + p-2. ),A1 (x1 J )+ p -.~t-~ { \-th /J) 
+ p-~ ( )( - h 1 ;} ) + (i - t?l :; ) ,A-1 (x 
1 
I + c/ ) 
-t (t + a{ k ) A1 (X -1.1 - cl J I 
z ;j. ) 1/ l_J 
Lemma 3 If L (',v-]~0 on R hand v~O on l'h, then 
v -~ o on Rh. 
Lemma 4 If ~ )L E"i1l ~ L ["'i.Ji~. RJ, and J·v~j ~ .11-r;_ on r~,, 
then /'~~II:::: ,v~ on Rh For the proof of Lemmas 3 and 4 we refer 
""" -~he reader to Mathematical Tables Aids Computatiqns, Volume 
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II, I957, pp. I50-I60. 
Lemma 5 If j L (,y-J J =A: on R~, /-u-/~ B on f~ and r is the 
radius of the kind described below which contains G, then 
1 t~t-/ .L A; 2 + E- on R h. 
Proof We assumed G as a closed, simply-connected 
re&ion containing no point of the form (x,o) which leads 
to the conclusion that for all (x,y) in G, y has the same 
si&n and also a finite maximum and minimum in G. We now 
~ 7.. 
select a circle ( x-a) + (y-b) = r 2 which contains G such 
that b satisfies the inequality 
(86) f-.!5_( -b)~/ 
zd- 1 
for all y in G. At least one such circle exists since G is 
bounded, y~o and b may be readily selected as follows: 
b }if * (a) select ~ j , if d and K are of the same sign, 
where(f •~ max y,y & G. 
(b) select b ~ :1J if y and K are of different si&n, 
where y::::: min y ,yEG. Now let 
\IV (xlJ) = r 1"'2. {/- {X-;;)"-+ (.'r £)2. /. -t t3 J 
'f 1~2. s 
Direct calculation results in 
By the statement of the Lemma we have that A~o and by (86) 
we see that 
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since { L l~\,-] I ~ A on N. ~1 
we see that-/ L[-v-]j:::: -A and then - J LL~-JI ~ LL-:,_,J • 
We also have that (...rj ~ 13 on~ and w:? Bon T""'~ thenv\/~"",_1· 
Hence -ILL .:v-J I ~ L [w] on (\ ~ and vv ~ I ""-'-I c.• ~1 r~ . By Lemma 
4, \v ~ h-} o t1 r\ h 
the lemma is complete. 
Theorem J If If u 6c',y) is of class C , y =/= 0 in G, u denotes 
the solution of the given ~roblem described in section I, U 
denotes the solution of the linear system which results by the 
application of the method in section 2, and d ~ zp/ , then 
/\1(1 
where /'-f _ 
~ {
i+-j ·=: k 
i,j are positive 
or zero inte1ers 
i = c;, L. 13 ld I and r is the radius of any circle or the 
type described in the proof of Lem'llit 5. 
Proof. We let 
Next we note the finite Taylof expansions as follows noting 
. ' 
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Here B1 and B2 denote numbers contained between x and x+h, 
x and x-h, and l and ~ denote numbers between y and y+d, 
y and y-d respectively. We now substitute these expansions 
(88) into L [u] in the definition of P and we obtain 
p '::: L ["A J - ( U -t- u - " U ) = 
' 2.)0 c-,z. ·-y 0) 
hz ~ hz ~ ·c 
- A'lu ~~51 .y) t-.- A l /j'l. fLf) -t- ~ .-4 (x )/) + c/ oz. .. if IX v) f-! J 1 1/ I!! t,o 'd ~~ o,'f 1 ,, 'II· c>1 ~l;J4'Z.. 
+ tz· cf·~~,'l {x J J: ) -
f/ (z(/) 
/-: cl~ (x Y.) 
0// J I 
'1/ (-z J) 
Therefore [PI ~ ~It/, L + fl~z. + 1/3 "·lz. /t<._l + ff~ cl-3 /k( 
z 'l~';f 
then 
/Z.. !1- /-CJ'J 
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L /iJ,z._ z.. 
- _t_ -rflf ~.1 -r H.'5 .:'12_/J</ + f/'fd 3 /J·d 
/L /2- 6 J 7.-Lff 
We note that for any point of fh, U was selected as the value 
of f(x1 ,y1 ) at some nearest point (x 1 ,y') on f and 
f(x 1 ,y1 ) .=.u(x 1 ,y 1 ) on f. Therefore for any point (x,y) of fh 
(9°) I U (x, ~) -/U (x, 4 l/ = If {x; -:~')-Ai(x,;; )/ o-j ... dx; "'J ') -A<6, (}) / 
I I 
where (x ,y ) is a point of f. We also note that 
and observing that by Taylor's formula 
..M (x,d') :=_AJ (>c~,~~) -r 
/4 (xi";})= .M {", 7]') + 
then 
(x_- X I) AX (07>;; I) 
( ~-d ') ""' d (x- > c;z. ) 
( 9I ) I J i I G I l . 
LJ (x 1J} -A X1 ()) -= A1 (x', j')-M{x/f)+A.i(>r, d1) -~1 (x/:f) ( 
~ / Mx(c'r, )')6:-x' >/ + /.A.i/x,"L l(r/l I 
By equation (79) we see that L [uJ must equal zero, hence 
We next set /1
1 
{11 -r cl ) -=- [3 
Then (89) becomes 
(93) {L[-'O} ~A on f?h and (9!) becomes 
(94) /U·-AA /.fB on ~ 
and by (92) and (93) we get 
Applyin~ Lemma 5 to (94) and (95) we see that on /f h 
/ U - A-i I ~ A ~ + (3 or 
5I 
f U -,<-d ~ .r-·z. c·Mlf 11 z./ + H'fd /, ..,._ 1V1 cl z./ k I/_ t- /-/ cl"5/td/ J lf /jz tl - 16J 11 /zil d 
+ /~ (h + c.l) which proves the Theorem. 
Theorem K. Under the conditions of Theorem J, the 
numerical solution U converges to the analytical so~ution u 
as (tl + d<: ) ----:'!1>0 
Proof: Consider equation (87) 
I U- ~ J ~ .~ [t-/11 L "/ + ;L; dY -r 1'-/ c(~-} K I(_ --rf/'1 cl ~ /1" 1~·-l 
'f l;z_ 'I IlL 3 4] /z J/] 
+ /~ {t, +d) 
2. z. We note that as (h + d ) --?0, we must have both h ~o and 
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d~ which quickly shows that the ri~ht hand side of the 
~ l. 
above inequality must also go to zero or U ~u as (h -r d ) ~ o 
and the Theorem is proved. 
CHAPTER V 
Solution of a Quasi-Linear System of First Order 
Hyperbolic Partial Defferential Equations 
V~I Introduction and Definitions 
Consider the system of n quasi-linear differential 
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equations of the first order for I f1 unknown functions u ,----,u • 
}....·' # # " 
( 96 ) ;1 '( ) tV l I ;_ V t \.-. 41 = d ..A--1.- + D .M -1- C. ·= C' 
X 'if 
. 
!-=/--- 11 } J 
' 
where aiv,b~.)) ,cv are functions of the r1 +2 variables x,y,u'-
with continuous derivatives up to the second order in a 
certain region D of the n +z variables, and assume these 
derivatives satisfy a Lipschitz condition. v We see that in /I 
L 
the n dependent variables~ appear differentiated in different 
I l'l directions and we want a system of multipliers).. J ----- l "A 
depending on x,y,u, such that in linear combination )..v !\"' -=-L 
and all variables~Lappear differentiated in the same 
direction given by dx-= (dy, where € is the direction coefficient. 
These multipliers >-."'must satisfy 
( 97 ) C '>.v 3 ~ li .:::. )._ >' b ' v ·:=: A t.. then 
L L L V . ( . . ) v ' ( 98 ) L =: ,A . A-1 1 ;- L /LA- X + \ c -:== () 
is a differential relation refering only to directions with 
I 1\ 
coefficients C. By eliminatin~},---- A from the above 
,) 
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condition for the directional coefficient C. The algebraic 
equation of order t1 satisf~s 
II 
I ;_ v c i. )) II {99) b - d -=- 0 
where the VI roots c· == 4 of this "characteristic determinant" 
~ define the"characteristic directions" at the points (x,y) for 
specific values of u. If the equations {96) are linear, or 
semi-linear, the characteristic directions dependend on the 
coordinates x,y alone and belong to the differential equations 
as such. We make the following assumptions: first, all points 
of the region D under consideration, all roots C of the 
characteristic equation {98) are real; secondly, all roots 
are unequal to each other or if some are identical, there 
exist n linearly independent sets of multiDliers ~vas discribed 
above; our third assumption requires that the multipliers 
and the roots C of the characteristic equation have continuous 
second derivatives with respect to~,y, and u in D and these 
derivatives satisfy a Lipschitz condition. Under these 
conditions the equations {96) can be replaced by an equivalent 
system of the form 
see {!09) 
where k--I,----,•1 and A,C,B, have the same differentiable 
·~, properties in the region D as above and the condition /A"' 1=- t 
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holds in D. In this case we call our system a hyperbolic 
system and (IOO) a hyperbolic svstem in the characteristic 
form. (normal form) 
Richard Courant and Peter Lax * have shown that if the 
i-k -h .J. 
cofficients A ,B ,C in (IOO) have continuous second 
derivatives which satisfy a Lipschitz condition with respect 
to x and y in some region of x,y,u space and if the prescribed 
initial values gi(x) have continuous second derivatives 
which satisfy a Lipschitz condition then (IOO) has a unique 
solution in some region R of the x,y plane and the solution 
assumes the prescribed initial values. The solution is also 
shown to have continuous second order derivatives which 
satisfy Lipschitz conditions. The widthc; of the region in 
which the solution exists depends only on upper bounds for 
A;_,( ~ ~ -~ ,B ,C , g , their first and second derivatives and the 
Lipschitz constant for their derivatives. 
Definitions Let I: f x= 0 . 
\ y_ <f. r ~ Y + VLOL-'(+ ~ l-
be a segment ot the y-axis containing the origin and 
T>v c' >o 
,) 
a trapezordal region of the x, y-plane lying to the right 
of I. The absolute value of any vector u=(u1 ,----un) where 
the u ~ are real numbers is defined as 
* Communications on Pure and Aoplied ~ath, Vo12, No. 
3, I949 pp 255-273 
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r 
G :::::-I - -- - 11 
.) j 
and the norm of a vector function u(x,y)=- (u( x,y) ,---u
11
{x,y)) 
I J 
existing on some re~ion R of xy-space as 
Lettin15 u 0 = (u 0 ,---u0 ) be a constant vector we then introduce 
I l tJ 
the re@;ion 
(104) 1\ (' ;-- ) • {~ (x))) ~ 1'\ (J; r) ~ o.l T , 
j-1-1-A~~ ~ _fl. 
in x,y,u space. 
The system (100) is hyperbolic in R~J~[,~ if the matrix 
a .. Gx "1M) is nonsingular on R C::r, 7J and if n linearly L-J J;JI -'L 6 t. 
independent sets of mulitipliers 
where A = { - - - - H 
} ,) 
and n functions ~k(x,y,u) exist such that 
(105)?/A(: ;;;_ (d:_ · ~- + bi .. AA. )= ?~~~:~ · )~J, + 5 ,1-1· ) [. cJ J::. )( c) 1J 1  J l <.: J c))< .-I( r) /'J 
Thus the ratios 
<' 
-s- >-.4?. bi.·/ ~) . b. (106) L 1.: t.,' .{(L L t'l 
c.: )., J • d . ' - - - - - - ') ~- >-.. ~ ~ d ~ i1 
• I~L ' I £, • 
are all equ~l, their common value being J~(x,y,u). This implies 
that the > L. and -1 satisfy the system of homogeneous 
'R,L d ,le_ 
linear equations 
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I, J._ = I - - - - Yl (} ./ ) l 
and hence, that each JA{ is a root of the n+IJ degree algebraic 
det.(aii·J-bl·J)= o 
(!08) ~-).. 
i-=t ,.lei d(J =- f'A<i ) 
we thus see that the system (!00) if hyperbolic admits the 
normal forms 
v=/- --- .,, 
) 
We note that existence, uniqueness and stability of the 
solution of the initial value problem for the hyperbolic 
system of n quasi-linear first order partial differential 
equations in two independent variables have been developed by 
several authors and the method by Richard Courant, Eu~ene 
(C) 
Isaacson, and Miva Rees which we outline in this chapter 
supplements these results by using a method of finite 
differences which is adaptable to computation by automatic 
machines. Two such schemes, one along a curivlinear net, 
the other based on a rectangular net will be presented. 
V-2 The Curvilinear Net 
We now examine the general quase-linear system of first 
order partial differential equations in two independent variables 
Y1 ' • ~ 11 lc J / t'J . 
(IIO) ~ (1 ~x + IS ~J- = c J i =',--- -, n 
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' . 
where A c..) ,B l.J and ed" are functions of the II+ 2- variables 
(x,y,uL). Since we are assuming (ITO) to be hyperbolic we 
may rewrite it in the normal form (see I09) 
__!]_.- ' . (" , • • • 
"--- { i l . J CIIr> ~ d .J .t.t. -r cJ.~..(_ x)-=;; ~-:c=t J ) - ( - . - ., ' -· ) - J 
where a ;,},C J. and b.!- are functions of (x,y,u~) and we assume 
that the direction y equals a constant is not characteristic. 
We then note that in each equation of the normal form (III) 
• 
the variables u '- are differentiated in a common direction 
L ~ 
(I!2) (._) M- -= /1A- L 
c~ '1 
, 
C J (.. + ~X along a curve x~x(y) 
for which~ == C J ( the i lh characteristic direction), The first 
finite difference method is obtained by replacement of the 
derivative along characteristics. 
We consider the initial value ~roblem for (III) under 
the condition that there exists a vector function d = { d t. {x1 1 )_} 
such that along the continuously differentiable initial 
curve ! 0 , given by Y= Yo (x), a~ x ~b and 
We assume further that in some neighborhood R 1 of the initial 
curve that the first derivatives of g satisfy a uniform 
Lipschitz condition 
(II3) 
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and in addition we suppose that for (x,y) in R 1 
1~-4/= f,/j-J'/""'-K k>o 
/ C ~ j ~ H and det I ;/ i I-t 0 
. 
and that the first derivatives of a t.·/,c J, and b.lsatisfy a 
l Lipschitz condition with respect to the n +Z variables x,y, u 
and that we have a one-parameter family (such a family may be 
obtained by the translation of Ic in a fixed direction) of 
sectionally smooth curves I,_: y :=y?-(x) which cover ~ 1 
smoothly and which are not characteristic at any ooint, Richard 
Courant and ~eter Lax have proved that in a, perhaps smaller, 
neighborhood R there exists a unique solution .~ which satisfies 
the initial conditions and such that its first derivatives 
actually satisfy a uniform Lipschitz condition. 
We now select a mesh width h and pick net points on I 
which are very nearly h units apart as in Figure D. Then we 
select net points on I , v =-I, 2,--- which on each curve are }.f 
very nearly h units apart but which between neighborin~ 
curves I ,I 1 are just of the order of magintude of h ); v ·+ 
units apart. 
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r 
Ql Q.q 
J 
FIGURE D 
The order of the distance between I~: and IY+I is chosen 
small enough that if P is a net ooint on Iv+t and Q its 
nearest neighboring net point on Iv, then the line segments 
drawn backwards from P with slopes~::::: C.; intersect I v at 
o~.;j 
points which lie between Q and its adjacent net points Q1 
and Q 11 on I • 
We now replace the derivatives in (III) by differences 
I 
in the characteristic directions, We let wt(Q) represent the 
solution of the difference equation 
I 
~ h J ~' w :(!;)) 
Now assuming that (II4) has been computed at net points on 
, 
I ,I ---I , we then compute w~(p) by me~ns of equation 
o I V 
(II4) whereA.y is the change in y between Qj and P, and Qd' 
is the point of intersection of the line from P with slope 
I 
~-= C {Q,wt (q)) and either the line segment connecting Q 
~ 
to ~ 1 or Q to r/.1• 
6I 
We can assume that Q · lies between Q and 
J I Q (see Figure 0) and then we can write in vector form 
, 
The functions W~(QJ) are defined by linear interpolation 
using the same constant AJ in the following form. 
Note that AJ' is a function of the solution W(Q), the characteristic 
direction C /(Q, W(Q)) and the geometry of the curves ~ • 
We can compute W(P) provided that det j t!Jij {q, 1.\i (~,)) )7:- 0 
which is assured when Q is the region R (as demonstrated by 
R. Courant and P Lax) and lw-,; 1.-:::::K. We now proPose to show 
that in a region D, independent of h, and nerhaps smaller 
than R, the functions W(Q)can be defined and will differ 
from the solution u(Q) of the system (III) by a value of 
the order of h. 
The symbol O(h) will be employed here denoting any order 
We now note that since the solution u of (III) satisfies a 
Lipschitz condition with resnect to its first derivative (i.e. 
the first derivative is bounded) then 
or L:.pt ~.~II+ O {t,J 
L:. d"' 
~ 
where.o y represents the 
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* change in y from Qi to P and 
~.~ = Q +~; (~(Q))(4/-~; J We now may write for 
the solution of (III) 
Next we see that since u satisfies a Lipschitz condition 
(II9) ~~((;d.) -A: (9 >t) == () (1 GJ.- ():<J) 
d d J 
and making use of (II5) we can rewrite (II9) as 
Now since \·satisfies a Linschitz condition with respect 
,AJ . 
to its variables u(Q) then 
holds where 
(I22) v * - \\.' -.·1A 
and we have defined u i¥ by 
(for Q net noint) 
**Note: We omit the summation sign for the re~eated superscript 
in subsequent formulas. 
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when 
for 0 ~.). L 1 
Since u is differentiable we see that 
We now proceed to estimate the error function v. If in 
(II8) we replace u(Q j-t<.) by its value as given in (I2I) and 
since .6-d *'- .6·d = 0 Chv) we obtain 
(I24) ,//(Q,"' {QJ) [~(io}-_.j ((;;.J}.-Ll/ bJ{q1,.(qJ)-r6(iv) tO{k') 
We next rearrange the left side of (II4) to see that 
(I25)at'J {Q,w(~~J) [w: (P) -v/ (~.)] = 
:JL'i (~JM (Q)) [w~-/p) -w'-(c;)] + 
J 
0 ("'{tV)) [~ i(p)- M--'~ {Qj) -r. v'/P)- v: (Qd)] 
aii (~~~~ (~·)) [w:(P)-w:((~·)] + 0 rhv(4~)J 
-t- O(v[i;.J) v (P) + 0{ v (Q J v (4'j·)) 
Provided that jw{4J-j(4-)/ (see end of Section 4) We can 
further rewrite (I25) as 
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( I26) a ~ l. (cl; 
1 
w (Q ) ) [ w z ( P) - w ~ (!\})] -=-
d L, J. (Q, A (c¥)) [ \1-J (P) - 'A·~ { Qj} J + 0 (k V {q)) 
+ 0 (/ (~,)v(f))) 1- 0 (vl.((,J) + 0 (vz.~)i)) 
By subtracting (!24) from (II4) and UBing (!26) we obtain 
(I27) ~id' (<:Y)A-~ (~J) [v:(r)- v~ (QJ·)]-= 
0 0>(Q)v(t))) -t- 0 (vz.(Q))-t- O(v"~-(4d·)) 
+0 (ttv(4;l) +-0 r~~J 
We next introduce another measure of the error ~YV~ {v~Jwhere 
for net points Q and as in (I23) we set 
' 
v'{QAJ == (i->) vi {cy 1 +.A vi (Q') 
(. 
Since ~'J and u~ satisfy a Lipschitz condition (!27) may 
be changed to yield 
. 
(I29) V J(p )-V; (~·4·) = CJ (k V (rJ) + () (h v(~i}) + 
0 (vz(cl) -r CJ (v '- (GJ)) + 
0 (V{~) V (~J) 
since aLJ' 0JQJ./(~)-= <i~i ~ {q,J) [Ii->-)v~~) +h~ (d] 
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Because \ld{~~)is an averare with positive weights of the 
. 
values of VI at neighboring net points, we may introduce as 
the norm on Iy 
( I30) 1111 d)( I v J ( lV) I = ffp 
~·) Q) 
and use (I29) to get 
with~ a positive constant. 
If we can show that for a fixed domain D contained in R, 
My= 0 (h), the convergence will have been proved. We must 
also show that in D, jw-gl~ Kin order that our use of the 
• ' I 
properties of aL0 ,€J, and bd in the arrival of (I3I) can be 
justified. Since the final argument in the conver~ence proof 
is identical for both the curvilinear and rectangular nets, 
we present it in Section 4 following the scheme for a rectangular 
net. 
V-9 The Rectangular Net 
We set up a rectangular lattice of points ~ (x ~ 
1 
1.t) j 
such that. xA= k Ax,yJ-= 1 Ay where Ax== ~ and Yl1 is an integer 
and Lly = r Ax where r is a positive constant. The mesh can 
be refined by increasing m but keeping r fixed. (The range 
r =.!.-will be permitted so that lrci j..:.. I , see equation (I38).) 
M 
For simplicity we have here assumed that the initial curve is 
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the segment y::;_O, o~x==l 
. 
'-
We will use the notation ~J to designate the values 
) 
of the solution of the difference equations at net ~oints (x~JJJ} 
I ' 
) 
and 
We may now replace equation (III) by 
or 
I~ CJ ~ D 
~~~ 
with initial conditions 
for 
J = IJ- -- - j n 
The equations (I32) are linear equations for the unknown 
' 
'-
values UA
1
l+l in terms of presumably known values on the line 
Y-=- ~-==.JAY. Since we are assuming det J,/~ j }-J=. o , we may solve 
(I32) in some restricted neighborhood of the initial line if 
. 
the values u; .P are close enough to g to satisfy ]u-g IL.. K. 
I 
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We will demonstrate that in a suitable small neighborhood 
independent of h, lu-g IL-K. We note that the characteristic 
' directions C ~determine the domain of denendence since the 
...f< I ,f 
decision to use either a forward or a backward difference to 
replace the derivative with respect to x is based on whether 
is negative or positive. 
t ' ~ IlL v We will show that the error V, = L--i - A-t--~ 1 will go to zero ~.-~ 41.,l J 
uniformly in some fixed region about the initial line as 
goes to infinity. To do this, we consider the growth of the 
error as governed by (!32) for the case that c· t. >o&e will 
A. J .f 
omit the summation sign for the repeated superscript in the 
following~ Now we find 
where 
and 
The addition and subtraction of auxiliary terms is 
motivated by our desire to use the norm 
. . ~~ I+• I (I36) t -= ~1.-lBX I A L t A+{ CL-k) A,-f 
as a measure of the error. 
From (I33) by taking absolute values, that I-~ 
( I37) {A i i v; ) ~ fi-r C ~ ) ( A i J. v ~ I ~) f :A.)"'+ I t I ~I .t A /-1 ~I .I 
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+ r C ~ I A [J. v ~ )..r f Y\ } /-r I ) J. I 
.A{, I A,-t/-1 --'<-11 ,f .A, ,f A.,,( 
The restriction y- ~ )11 together with ~he fact that 
if /u -~ jL K imolies that the combination 
~,.e A,~ 
(I 38 ) If- r C ~ ) ( A i i v ~ j-r v C i ] A i i v ~ { 
\.' ~I ~ ~ ) -I .J< I ,( A., I A? -1 1-f A -1 I ,{ 
) 
is an average formed with non-negative weights whose sum is 
one. 
. 
If C J were negative, we would use the forward difference 
--A) J 
and obtain 
Therefore 
Or by the definition of (I36) 
' . 
( I40) F 4: ~ + ~1CH 1 t\; ~ I -t ~H~ )C [-~~I~ I ..t~l CJ, ll /'() (j,tJ 
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Under the assumption that I ul - q ( L. k 
"'(,.{ rl)(./ 
we set up the following estimates. 
Lemma 6 { t? ~ / L- !I? E: [.D E -r- S _ ] 
'\-4 ' f ulf __, d t- .-1 --1 ' 
(B~ ar-e non-negative constants) 
Proof: From the definition (I34) we readily obtain 
By making use of the Lipschitz condition satisfied by~ t.. 
.. 
and <1. LJ- we obtain 
with suitable positive constants d~. Now we observe that 
since 
.. 
Therefore we have established Lemma 6 that 
Lemma 7 . · l. 
I ~" I-== 11 L!"1 'Ej -r f3c (~-:;} <._ -k 1--t ,.J (} 
Proof: From definition (I35) we see that 
Now observing that r c j- is bounded for IC!.J J -'i 1 D \ L- k. 
-l. " -T<, 1/7() 1 
and that {,c,/ -~ is a sol~tion of (III) which has first 
derivatives that satisfy a Lipschitz condition then by 
inequality (I43) we get Lemma 7 that 
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It is to be noted that in both (I44) and (I46) the constants 
r3A depend only upon a neighborhood of the initial data that 
is fixed throughout our discussion and I u)_J,{ -J,(.el L ,, 
Consequently we find that if I ()L e- '1 jL/' the ~ 1 1 r/-'1.,~ 
growth of the error is governed by 
7I 
(I47)~+t ~ f5 +/11, L}~~ -t-Nz.£;z-tA~~St-t +~(L)4)'t_ 
for ~~0 and ~==C e :::::o /1 (! J -1 
We see that the right hand side of (I47) differs from 
( I3I) in that a term f':l. .6.~ £31-tl is not present and a subscript 
~-1 rather than~~/ ap~ears. We therefore treat both 
$imsltaneausly in the next section. 
V-~ Completion of the Conversence Proof 
We see that for a sufficiently large oositive constant 
the measures of error M) and E~ both satisfy 
for _ ) ~o and ~ct.::::. h, ~~ = 0 and where h should be replaced 
by A y when F is replaced by E. If we set h+:, = ~we find 
(I49) G" I ~ ~ j T ~ .&f) I(; + c ) 
/IT ·"1 Z... A" l<:...-1 :..t+t 
for ../ >c and G L. 2h, G1 ::= h 0 -
We see that ~ ~ H..-f if we define H A by 
Now consider 
~ zh t (I5I) ~ = - for A ?. 0 
J-2.1(,J'h 
and observe that T. :> Tn and in addition we note that 
--1·-l-, ....,.. 
-r: 
.,.r +I 
T_ 
-J 
I 
-= y !i r+, > r 1--~ (r; f r;.r( J 
Therefore by (I50) 
C:t -f:: /{, L 0 
and with the use of (I5I) we obtain 
(I 52) G L.. 2 h L if~ 
:.! 1-Z'(-.-!h 
for (I53) A L !{y h or equivalently..-//, L ·-/;y 
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The range of ~ thus varies with h, in such a way that in a 
fixed region D, about the initial curve, F~L 3h 
Therefore 
in a fixed region about the initial curve. 
We now carry out the rest of the proof forE~ It remains 
to show that for a fixed region D contained in D1 and R, that 
inequality (I47) holds i.e. that with ~y sufficiently small 
l U -g I L K for net points in D. We are looking for some ~.t A,r 
value Y, independent of ~ y, so that for 4 y sufficiently 
small, and for 0 ~A~ Ykif , l~,{ -§J .::::... K. From (I53) 
we must restrict Y so that '( L- .!.-- • By induction on ./ • we 
lfY 
can find such a Y. 
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for o L,) L- p 
and then applv (!54) to obtain 
and it follows that 
Now given a positive number € ~ K, bv use of the existence 
~,. 
theorem, there is a rep:ion about the initial line, 0~ y ~ Y 1 , 
in which 
(!56) I~~) - j ./ L I'\-£ ,~, -1 1 ~ 
Now if we pick A 1 L ~ and use (!55) and (!56) we get 3 f3J 
(I 57) f /)1 - C( I ..::::... k - 6 + 6 = k: ""JI~+f t!A.)f-t-( 
Therefore we observe that Y-== min ( -/rj. .} Y, ) defines a. 
satisfactory fixed region. 
-In practice, numbers U, which are solutions of the finite 
difference equations, rounded off to a certain number of 
decimal places, are computed. It is not possible to expect 
convergence if the number of decimal places are kept fixed 
but the mesh width decreased. We should increase the number 
of decimal ulaces as we decrease the mesh width in order to 
get an adequate representation of the solution. We now explain 
why the round-off error for the rectangular net should be of 
~~ CoMf'1UAitCftTio4/S c·" t'Jv.,H: ;l~o~a AefLIEJJ ff~cn. 1 Vc.t- 2 )\;,., 3 11'-19 . ) ) 
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the order U ~L ifl~} • (In the case of the curvilinear net, 
the round-off error should be of the order O(hz).). 
We now use the notation f to denote the quantity f after 
round-off. Therefore 
to determine U we must first solve either equation (II4) or 
(I32) with approximate coefficients and then round-off the 
answer. That is for (I32) 
(I58) A ii U / ::::- T.i (A-t) K) lc.JJ L~} 
) ./+1 
_, 
l!t-tr 
I 
- t~;~ + or:d) ?_ 
We can combine both operations into a single system 
From th~ point on, the analysis of the error proceeds as 
before withy:::. [i -A. The variations in the estimates can 
all be put into the term ~ ~j )"L(where N 'I is the Lipschitz 
constant) again subject to the restriction that/ ~,.f -j;,J I L" 
Consequently we have established convergence subject to the 
requirement that the round-off be of the order 0 [{Lj{J 
Specifically , when the mesh width is decreased in the ratio 
~ , the number of decimal places should be increased 
by 2 loe; '\/ digits. (c) 
!0 .~ 
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Concluding Remarks 
If we assume continuity only for f(x,y) in both the Picard 
and Cauchy-Euler methods, there is always an intercral curve 
throush (x0 )Yo) but as we have already demonstrated by example, 
the curve is not necessarily unique. (The Lipschitz condition 
(F-89) 
for f(x,y} or some similar restriction is necessary for 
uniqueness.) It can be shown that small changes in the 1n1t1&1 
conditions or in the function of f(x,y) will bring about only 
(F) (H} 
small chanses in the solution which ensures stability. 
It may be remarked that in order to establish the conver-
&ence of the sequence of approximatin& functions in Picard's 
method, it is sufficient to assume that f'(x,y) Jf,.,6'} are 
continuious in the neighborhood of the point (x0 jYo ). Des•ite 
the fact that these conditions are usually fulfilled in 
physical problems, the conver&ence may be so slow as to make 
the application of' the method impracticable. Picard ''s method 
(unlike the Cauchy-Euler method which can be generalized 
throughout a domain) is suitable for f'indins approximate 
solutions only in a small interval about x 0 • But in such an 
interval it is very convenient for the error after the n 
approximation may be computed easily by ~ · 
l'yfx)- A.f 11 (x)l L ~ I . (x}-Af.{xJ) L _Q_ ~ (~ l 1 (/ d :::; VI dJ + 1 d d . ..h. J ::::- IH I J ~ 
-=- D (-k~l" ~ (~ ~ ~(eJ.~ t)(W" 
~ It\. i =:--1 J ! ~ ~ ! 
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where D is the error and k is the Lipschitz constant. 
The Cauchy-Euler method can be generalized by using more 
refined types of approximations to the exact solution. For 
example the method of Adams and Stormer uses parabolic ares 
whose extra constants are so chosen to fit more closely to 
the part of the curve already constructed. Runge's method uses 
line segments whose slopes are determined by the value of 
(B) f(x,y) at several points using an interpolation formula. These 
methods replace the crude one presented in this paper when 
lookin& for the solution of a practical problem. 
We note that for the method of finite differences employed 
in both the Dirichlet ~roblem and the D~richlet-type problem 
we assume that the solution u(x,y) had bounded derivatives 
up to the order of four which enable us to use Taylor's formula 
in preparing the analogue in both cases. The two problems ~aralled 
themselves with respect to the fact that the problems are re-
placed by systems of linear equations which can be shown unique 
solutions under certain conditions. Then in both we proceeded 
to show that under general conditions, the exact solution of 
of the respective problem. 
We also note that we were assured of a unique solution of 
the linear system for the Dirichlet problem without additional 
restrictions on the lattice dimensions, however, in the Green-
span method for Dirichlet type problems we needed to maintain 
to give us a unique solution for the 
77 
approximating linear system. Although we did not indicate a 
means for the approximate sm1ution of the linear system of 
equations, when large, for the Dirichlet-type problem, we cite 
the method employed in the Dirichlet problem as instructive. 
In the case of the system of semi-linear parbolic equations 
of first order we note that the criteria established for 
convergence were only sufficient conditions but all things 
being equal, they are necessarySc) Furthermore we note that the 
round-off error should be of the order () [CA~)~] and althou~h 
this requirement is not a necessary condition for convergence, 
it is close enough for practical purposes. It may be Dointed 
out that the proof of convergence nresented auplies almost 
without change to mixed inttial and boundary value nroblems 
~) for the given system. 
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ABSTRACT 
In this ~aper, several numerical methods, instructive 
for the calculation of the aaproximate solutions of differential 
equations, are exhibited to be converg.ent. In the first two 
methods (Picard's Method and the Cauchy-Euler method), the 
theoretical importance of numerical solutions is demonstrated 
by establishing existence and uniqueness theorems for the 
linear differential equation of the first order,~ =f(x,y) 
c~ 
subject to the following conditions: The equation is considered 
in some region of xy space containing a point (x
0
,y0 ) and in 
addition to being continuous, f(x,y) is assumed to satisfy a 
Li~schitz condition with respect to y , i.e. /f(x,~ )-f(x,~ )l 
~ k/y, -y2 I where k is called the Lipschitz constant. 
With these given conditions, Picard's method is shown 
to depend upon the recurrence formula Yn (x)= Yo + j; (x,y11 _~x) )dx. 
:Xo 
Geometrically an interval I is established wherein the following 
is proven to hold. If f(x,y) satisfies the above conditions 
in a region R, then for a given po1nt (x0 ,~) in R, there exists 
an exact unique solution for~= f(x,y) in the interval I. 
d.?<. 
The Cauchy-Euler method is also considered for 
~ =f(x,y) satisfying the obove conditions but here a finite 
~ 
difference quotient is used to approximate the derivative 
and a sequence of admissable functions of the form 
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y(x)= Y: 
1
+ (x-}(, ) f [x, ,y(x, 1 )] 
...,- £--1 L-/ 1.- is est~blished in 
a rectangular region. Geometrically, an interval lx-x
0 
\ ~ h 
is displayed to admit thea~ approximating functions. Taking 
k to be the Li8schitz constant and defining p(x):;1 (x)-y(x), 
the difference between two admissable functions, the 
fundamental inequality 
I P ( \ / "'- .-o ~ /)(-Xo I --=: ( ~ /x- l<" I ) XJ - '-- J p (x(J) 1 + ~ l e - I is 
developed and then by this fundamental inequality, the following 
was quickly established. Given a f(x,y) satisfying the above 
conditions in a domain D, then for a given point (Jb,Yo) in 
D, there exists an exact unique solution for the differential 
equation ~ = f(x,y) in the interval lx-x I !::- h. 
0(.-x: () 
ll 2. 
Next the elliptic uartial differential eaua tion ~ -+ J A-f _ 0 
- c-JxZ- "'t--
is considered in a region G and satisfying a prescribed 
function f(x,y) on the boundary of G. (Dirichlet Problem}. 
(p) 
Following Petrovsky the analogue of the given differential 
equation, for finite differences on a rectangular net, is 
shown to be 
,A-14 {xl d J-= -!;- P~ (It' r ~d) +-A~ (x-~J d) -r ,t-~~ (lfJ "1.,. 4) +Mit (xJ d-~ J] 
where u h is an interior net point on the rectangular net. 
A system of linear equations is formed by use of the analogue 
and this system is used as the approximate solution of the 
given problem. It is then shown that the system of linear 
equations always has a unique solution and then choosin5 some 
8I 
smallt >o and then decreasing sufficiently the value of the 
net dimension h, a set of values uh' which differ by as 
little as one pleases from the corresoonding values of u, 
is obtained.. The method of successive approximations is then 
used to demonstrate how one can obtain an apnroximation for 
the system of linear equations especially when a large number 
of net points is needed in the numerical solution. 
Following the Dirichlet problem, Dirichlet-type problems 
in conjunction with the elliptic partial differential equation 
J?.. 2 ~ _,_ J.A-f - k. J!L =0 
J. )t z J "!! '- if cJ ~ are considered for a 
region in the xy plane where y :j: 0 and K t" 0 Using a method 
of finite differences as established by Donald Greenspan~) the 
analogue is shown to be given by 
-z. (!+ r-~)~ (x:/JJ + f-z.Gcx~t-hJ1~) r~-A {xi-t,)1J] 
T ~- ci!s_ ),At 6 · 41. +cl) -t- (! t-d k) A {x· /l.f. -d) ::::: D l' Z-"J [.}CfL L1 '-Jrft. 
where h=pd and h>O, d> 0, P>O. Once again a system of 
linear equations, set U? by the analogue, is used to approximate 
the solution of the given equation. Under the condition that 
0 L d L z d ;{1, 1 where ;;y ::::: 6-LIS f7/ ; the solution of the ("';j E.G-) 
system of linear equations is demonstrated to be unique. 
~hen with the same restriction on d, the following inequality 
is developed. 
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I u -A I « ~'- [~i' ~~ -f- ~ dl:~ + 1% d < {!<Y{;j 
+ f1 cl $ / k/ / _ J + f-11 (h -r c/} 
'I k+'-1 
where M -,::: max 
A. ij [~ax lA:.;!] (x,}} ~ G-
l +J. =A 
· · {nonnegative 
L JJ integers 
d -= GLB I yj ' r is a specified radiusJU denotes the approximate 
solution and u the exact solution of the given problem. By 
properly defining r the inequality is shown to hold for 
O.....<d-< 21;{kl and then it is quickly shown that the numerical 
z 'Z.. 
solution U converges to the exact solution u as (h t- d ) p;oes 
to zero. 
The last method described in this paper is that of R. 
(C) Courant, E. Isaacson and M. Rees and it is outlined to show 
how finite differences can be used to approximate a system of 
quasi-linear hyperbolic equations 
h ,. , •• JF;tLJ :. 'J i.: ~ =-1 ~ >( -f- t3 ~ '1 -==- c J- J = t1 _ -- - J n 
along both a curvilinear net and a rectangular net. First of 
all it shown that the system can be written 'in normal form 
n ~ d L i / L• c j /_ ) :=- b J' c;::_. l ,A-1 "'1 + .-M- X 
l -=-1 IT 
in order to be able to use finite differences along the 
characteristic directions c\. For the curvilinear net, the 
derivatives in the characteristic directions are replaced by 
differences • The curvilinear net is shown to satisfy 
. f!' 
/'1/+{ L ftj? +of. a Hy + h 1-tt + fiJI lt-rt + ftv l. -t h L) 
and the rectangular net 
) 
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.f~o 
where M)l and E_f are measures of error. Both are subsequently 
seen to satisfy the inequality 
F.= 0 
-1 
By using a straight forward analysis of the step by step 
growth of the "error", the difference between the actual 
solution and the finite difference solution, criteria for 
selecting the size of mesh widths and the type of difference 
euotients are obtained in order to insure convergence of 
the numerical procedure • 
